
The EURO and Enforcer range have a host 
of accessories that will tailor any property, 
no matter the size, environment or style. 

We have a range of setting/unsetting 
devices which will also allow entry control 
that operates lock relays and facilitates 
door monitoring.

Furthermore the wireless input expander 
(EURO-ZEM32-WE) gives you the best 
of both worlds by connecting the wired 
EURO control panels with the Enforcer two 
way wireless range.

EURO Range

The EURO and Enforcer Wired Accessories.
One family of accessories for both systems.

Wired Accessories
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The Wired Accessories
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Setting / Unsetting Devices

Input / Output Expanders

Miscellaneous

RMKT090366-1

EURO LCD PZ: 
LCD keypad with prox, 2 inputs 
and 1 output.
EURO LCD P: 
LCD keypad with prox.
EURO LCD:
LCD keypad.

EURO OEM8R8T: 
8 way relay and 8 transistor 
output module in polycarbonate 
housing.
EURO OEM16R+PSU: 
16 way relay output module 
with a 2.5A intelligent PSU in a 
metal housing.

Contemporary Keypads

Expander Cards

Flushmount Keypads

Wired Input Expanders

Modems

Internal Tag Readers

Communicators

External Tag Readers

Wired Output Expanders

Upload/download 

EURO FLUSH B: 
LCD brass flushmount keypad 
with prox, 2 inputs and 
1 output.
EURO FLUSH C: 
LCD chrome flushmount 
keypad with prox, 2 inputs and 
1 output.
EURO FLUSH SC: 
LCD satin chrome flushmount 
with prox, 2 inputs and 
1 output.

EURO ZEM8:
8 input expander module in 
polycarbonate housing.
EURO ZEM8+:
8 input expander module with 
4 outputs in polycarbonate 
housing.
EURO ZEM8+PSU: 
8 input expander module with 
2.5A intelligent PSU. 
All of the above support double 
pole or DEOL input wiring.

EURO PROXE: 
External tag reader which 
will set and unset or may be 
used for door entry control 
to operate lock relays and 
perform door monitoring.
This reader is IP65 rated.

EUR-050
CD of the InSite upload/
download software (available 
to download from www.
pyronix.com).
EUR-055
RS232 lead that connects 
between the PC and Panel.
EUR-USB/SERIAL
RS232 to USB converter.

EURO PROXI: 
Internal tag reader which will 
set and unset or may be used 
for door entry control to operate 
a lock relay. It can also be used 
as 2 wired inputs.

MSX-280
Expander card for the EURO 
162 panel only. This will expand 
the panel to 280 inputs.
MSX 280 IP
It has the same features as 
the MSX-280 card but allows 
communication via IP instead 
of PSTN.

For information on the maximum number of accessories that can be installed on a control panel 
please refer to RMKT090365 Control Panel Flyer.

EUR-073-ARM
Communicates SMS, Fast 
Format and SIA 1 or 3 via 
PSTN. Also allows operation 
with ARM® software for remote 
maintenance. Can only be 
connected to the EURO 162 and 
280 panels.
DIGI-1200
It has the same features as the 
EURO-073-ARM card, but can 
only be connected to the EURO 
46 and Enforcer 32-WE.
DIGI-GSM
It has the same features as the 
DIGI-1200 but communicates 
using GSM via a SIM card.

EUR-114
14 way communication loom. 
Connects directly to the EURO 
46, 162 and 280 panels (each 
control panel comes with this 
loom).

It also promotes 10 ATE outputs 
and is ideal for connecting third 
party communications devices 
like Redcare and Dualcom.

2 Input Expander

EURO ZEM2P:
2 input expander module (DEOL 
wiring only) with speaker in 
polycarbonate housing.

Wireless Input Expanders

EURO ZEM32-WE
32 input expander that allows 
the Enforcer wireless range to 
be learnt onto a EURO control 
panel. 
It supports 32 wireless inputs, 
32 wireless keyfobs and 2 
wireless bells.

NOTE: This is not compatible 
with the EURO Mini, EURO 
Mini Prox or the Enforcer 
32-WE.


